
WRITING AN ABSTRACT TEMPLATE APA

Tips for Creating an Abstract In APA Style. APA format is the official style of the American Psychological Association
and is use in psychology writing as well as other social sciences. While it is sometimes overlooked or only an
afterthought, an abstract is an important part of.

Realistically, there may be many different studies devoted to your topic. In addition, an APA formatted title
page contains: Running head including page number Full paper title in title case Author name s , without titles
and degrees Institutional affiliation Note: APA style has specific formatting guidelines for including more than
one author or institutional affiliation on the title page. It is much easier to write an abstract once you have fully
fleshed out the premise of your paper. Because we are double-spacing, this paragraph is two lines below the
title. This brief overview serves as a summary of what your paper contains, so it should succinctly and
accurately represent what your paper is about and what the reader can expect to find. In other words, what is it
that you set out to investigate in your analysis or review. State how many participants took part and how they
were selected. Adding a keywords paragraph is optional. Things to Consider When Writing an Abstract The
format of your abstract also depends on the type of paper you are writing. I have added visual examples so you
can easily remember the format, layout and specs of a correct Abstract page. Just leave the white space as is,
and start the main body of text on the third page of your paper. Keep on hand a copy of a style guide published
by the American Psychological Association for reference. These keywords improve the findability of your
paper in databases. All lines of the abstract should be flush against the left margin of the paper. The APA
manual states that the abstract is the single most important paragraph in your entire paper. You will have no
problem fitting your abstract in one text block on one page. Although most regular APA formatting guidelines
apply, the abstract page also has specific requirements. The body text begins immediately after the period.
Each sentence must be written with maximum impact in mind. Your Abstract may include: 2 Questions you
will attempt to answer 3 Data analysis that you've conducted 4 Any conclusions that you've reached. Although
the Abstract page is optional, many professors and readers find this page useful especially as part of a long
dissertation or thesis paper and, thus, your professor may request that you include one. It introduces the
objective or problem statement of the paper and includes information on the method, research results, and
conclusions of your research. Sometimes having someone look at your abstract with fresh eyes can provide
perspective and help you spot possible typos and other errors. Email Address There was an error. How were
they selected and assigned? Title case capitalization: Capitalize the first, last, and principal words. You should
also center the word "Abstract" at the top of the page. This equates to 10 and 20 lines of text. Is this article
helpful? For what reason did you select these specific studies to include in your research? A good abstract lets
the reader know that your paper is worth reading. Use these examples as a guide when choosing the main
ideas in your own paper. In addition, Scribbr has in-depth APA citation examples for every source type
ranging from journal articles and books to YouTube videos and tweets. The purpose of your abstract is to
provide a brief yet thorough overview of your paper. This format also stipulates the use of an abstract designed
to very briefly summarize the key details contained in a paper without providing too much detail. The first line
of the paragraph is, unlike regular paragraphs, not indented. You need to write the abstract concisely and
succinctly. Keep it short. For each webpage, journal article, book or any other source specific citation
guidelines apply. It should also accurately reflect what your paper is about. Your abstract is the first thing that
most people will read, and it is usually what informs their decision to read the rest of your paper. Your
Abstract needs to identify all four components of an "empirical" paper i. The exception is if you begin a
sentence with a number, then you spell out the number. Do not explain odd terminology--you can do this later
in the main body of your paper.


